Numerical Simulation on Influence Factors of Aerodynamic Mistuning of Wind Turbine
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Abstract—Wind turbine aerodynamic-mistuning phenomenon during the operation may cause great harm. This article is based on sliding mesh technique of three dimensional Unsteady CFD method, taking NREL Phase VI wind turbine as an example, study the pneumatic performance of wind turbine under the axial-flow condition, and compare with the experimental data. After validate the accuracy of the method, according to the effect of yaw and wind shear on the wind turbine aerodynamic mistuning, researched have been conducted: In a wind shear condition, the aerodynamic performance after the blade rotating one circle have been calculated in the different wind profile index. Because of the shear wind velocity, Airfoil load and flow parameters fluctuate approximately like the pattern of cyclical cosine function with the change of azimuth. And with wind profiles index and spanwise position increases, impulse amplitudes have been also increased; Under the circumstances of the constant wind speed and variable yaw angle, the aerodynamic power decreases with the increase of the yaw angle. There are also some big differences at different azimuth angle of blade section.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wind farms are locally clustered groups of wind turbines in the same location used to produce electric power. There are many advantages to this commercial structure[1]. In 2020 horizontal-axis wind turbines (HAWTs) will reach 1 billion kilowatts[9]. Meanwhile, the wind turbine design and aerodynamic analysis are based on coordinated rotor system (a tuned system). Rotor is considered to be symmetric structure, each blade on the rotor structure properties, the same uniform to hit the flow under the condition of the same aerodynamic force[1,8]. However, in the real wind field in the process of the wind turbine operation, often will encounter all sorts of complex wind conditions, considering the wind shear, yaw and gust uneven to factors such as flow, or due to the difference of geometric shape flow around the blade has the difference, lead to the aerodynamic force and moment of blade by different[3], these are called aerodynamic mistuning. For megawatt wind turbine the large scale rotor blades, aerodynamic mistuning will be more serious. So the study of aerodynamic mistuning has very important significance.

The flow in wind turbines, even in very large ones, is still essentially incompressible, with Mach numbers based on blade tip speed rarely exceeding 0.25. This fact justifies the use of incompressible fluid solvers for most wind turbines. Methods of various levels of complexity to predict the aerodynamic behaviour of a wind turbine rotor have been developed. Nowadays, aerodynamic analysis of HAWTs are more popular in numerical methods. Using the Navier-Stokes equations (N-S equations), Duque[5] obtained the pressure of a blade surface, which coincided fairly well with the experiment results. Meanwhile, Voutsinas[10] focused on the flow field under yaw using the CFD method. Xu and Sankar[11,12] also proposed a promising method that involved solving the N-S equation by the CFD approach in a small area around the turbine blade and by vortex theory in the other areas. The results have provided lots of references for the design and operation of HAWTs.

This article will use the URANS method, three-dimensional unsteady numerical simulation and verification in NREL Phase VI HAWT as the object, and will explore three-dimensional unsteady flow around characteristics of wind turbines under the conditions of yaw and wind shear, and analysed in detail.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

The objective of the present research effort is to validate a first-principles-based approach for modelling HAWTs under yawed flow conditions using NREL Phase VI rotor data[13,16].

III. MATHEMATICAL AND NUMERICAL METHODS

The commercial software Fluent is adopted to improve the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equation (RANS) and unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equation (URANS) calculation. For the unsteady calculation, the software adopts the dual time-step approach to solve the URANS and the time integration method of the Krylov-type methods. This research uses a Spalart-Allmaras turbulence equation model. In the three-dimensional model of the unsteady calculation, the physical time step adopted corresponds to an angle of 9°.

A rectangular calculation domain is built with a computational domain size of 18R × 6R × 6R, the domain consists of two parts, namely the moving parts (cylinder and rectangle part) and the stationary part (wind tunnel part). The wind turbine is placed approximately in the middle of the moving parts, which are a 15.1 m (3R) diameter circle with a length of 5.03 m (1R) in the stream-wise direction.
A grid with a total of 6.3 million elements in the computational domain was modelled by the Fluent software package under the ICEM born 1.3 million grid, rotating domain automatically by the NUMECA software package under the grid mesh generator AutoGrid5 B2B CUT function for 5 million grid, as shown in Figure 1 (a), which illustrates the distribution of the grid computational and rotating domains, while Figure 1 (b) illustrates a near blade for O4H grid topology, which shows the grid number 101, blade exhibition to the grid width to 2000, nearly wall grid height 0.05 mm, wall below average y + 10, which meets the needs of the turbulence model.

![Figure 1. Meshing of three-dimensional model](image1)
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Figure 1. Meshing of three-dimensional model
Calculation domain inlet boundary given wind speed and air temperature; Set the boundary as pressure far-field outlet and calculating outside the border.; Airfoil surface for the no slip boundary. Grid computing set rotation field is rotating, the grid computing domain is stationary, and the sliding mesh method is adopted for stator domain interface data transfer. The unsteady calculation parameters of the residual fell by more than four orders of magnitude, and the overall performance parameters achieved stability. The unsteady calculation performance parameters showed periodic changes.

AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS UNDER THE CONDITION OF AERODYNAMIC MISTUNING

CFD calculation results with experimental values under the condition of axial flow are shown in Figures 2 and 3. The results show that the power is well near experimental value at 7m/s, the tangential force coefficient and normal force coefficient distribution of each section are in line with CFD calculation value and experimental value, proving that this method of CFD analysis is reasonable and reliable. On the basis of this, the calculation of yaw and wind shear was carried out.

![Figure 2. Aerodynamic power curves changes in wind speed](image2)

![Figure 3. Changes in tangential force coefficient and normal force coefficient along the spanwise at 7m/s](image3)

A. Wind Shear

Figure 4 shows aerodynamic characteristics of airfoil under different wind speed profile index with a circle at 80% with exhibition location. The load bearing between the maximum and minimum difference is not consistent: along with the increase of wind speed profile index, to 80% in the quasi three dimensional model show nearly symmetric on aerodynamic characteristics of the fluctuations in a circle.

Figure 5 shows wind shear under the airfoil aerodynamic characteristics of periodic fluctuation amplitude with the exhibition to the location and the change of wind speed profile index. The figure shows that the same exhibition to location airfoil fluctuation amplitude increases with the increase of wind speed profile index. Under the same wind speed profile index, due to the outside of the wings revolving wind speed fluctuation is bigger, causes the quasi three dimensional model of wave amplitude along the exhibition to increase. Under the condition of different wind speed profile index, the shear velocity in airfoil load and flow parameters along with the azimuth approximate cosine function of periodic fluctuation, fluctuation amplitude varies with wind speed profile index and exhibition to the position.
Figure 4. Aerodynamic characteristics of airfoil under different wind speed profile index with a circle (hub wind speed 8.6 m/s, r/R = 0.80)

Figure 5. Aerodynamic characteristics of wave amplitude and exhibition to the distribution with the wind speed profile index

B. Yaw

Figure 6 shows the torque load with yaw angle, it can be seen that the torque is in decline along with the change of yaw angle, and in 10° to 60° the rate of torque change is nearly linear. So Torque varies with the yaw angle, and it is more sensitive at the yaw angle less than 10 degree than at the yaw angle between 10 degree and 60 degree.

Yaw flow direction is along the z axial partial x positive angle to 30 degrees as shown in Figure 7, shows a comparison of limiting streamlines at the different direction angles and different sections between yaw flow and uniform flow. It shows that under the circumstance of the constant yaw angle, the attach angle reached its peak at 0 degrees azimuth, corresponding to the largest separation zone, and the attach angle hit the bottom at the direction of 180 degrees azimuth with the smallest separation zone. Because of the same attach angle between 90 and 270 degrees azimuth, the positions of the separation line are very similar. Noticeable changes are also found in the blade root separation zone position, with the corresponding limiting streamline also being affected. From the qualitative analysis of the flow pressure distribution at the 30% section, there is an obvious change in different yaw angle, while qualitative analysis of other sections does not see a very obvious change. We can infer that 0 degrees azimuth is more sensitive to separation.

Figure 6. The torque load with yaw angle

Figure 7. Pressure distribution at different sections and the streamline of blade at different angles at 7m/s and 30° yaw angle

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper established a three-dimensional unsteady CFD calculation method simulating wind turbine aerodynamic performance under yaw conditions, and the NREL Phase VI wind turbine is verified as an example. The conclusions drawn are as follows:

1. Under the condition of axial flow always, the study of wind turbine aerodynamic performance in the blade boundary layer shows no separation or separation of smaller exhibition to the position of section well reflect the aerodynamic characteristics.

2. In a wind shear condition, the aerodynamic performance after the blade rotating one circle have been calculated in the different wind profile index, with wind profiles in dex and spanwise position increases, impulse amplitudes have been also increased.

3. Under yaw condition, unsteady process is possible to see an obvious periodicity. With azimuth variation, separation conditions are very different. Torque varies with the yaw angle, and it is more sensitive at the
yaw angle less than 10 degree than at the yaw angle between 10 degree to 60 degree; 0 degree azimuth angle is more sensitive to separation.
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